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ON THE ANDREWS-BOWMAN CONTINUED FRACTION 
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Dedicated to Dick Askey on the occasion of his 65th birthday 

ABSTRACT. Andrews and Bowman have obtained a continued fraction represent- 
ing a ratio of very-well-poised 8^7 basic hypergeometric series. They call this 
a full extension of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction. We rederive their 
result starting with contiguous relations for a terminative 403 series. We then 
use Carleson's theorem to prove corresponding contiguous relations for a non- 
terminating very-well-poised 807 series. Both minimal and dominant solutions 
to the Andrews-Bowman three-term recurrence then are obtained. The minimal 
solution yields their continued fraction result via Pincherle's Theorem. A special 
parameterization of the three-term recurrence yields a polynomial recurrence of 
the type associated with rational biorthogonality of type Ru with the dominant 
solution giving an explicit expression for the polynomial. An explicit discrete 
biorthogonality then is stated. The basic beta integral associated with this or- 
thogonality is a summation formula for a pair of 302 s of type I which generalizes 
the g-Vandermonde summation. 

1. Notation 

We follow the notation of Gasper and Rahman [4], but we omit the designation 'g' 
for the base in the g-shifted factorials and the basic hypergeometric functions. Thus, 
with \q\ < 1, we have 

(o)o:=l,    (a)n := JJ(1 - og*  ^    n > 0> 

k 

(ai, a2,..., ak)n '= |J(^)n. 

(1.1) 

A basic hypergeometric series is 

A(n     n n-h    h h ■   A ■     V ^ ^ '' '' ^ [(-l)n q^-^}1^^   n p0a(oi,O2,...,or; bi,b2,...,bs\ z) := 2^ IT-1 TTx r"\ z • 
n=0 (&1>62,--. A)n (q)n 

(1.2) 
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For a very-well-poised 8^7 series, we make use of the notation 

W:=sW7(a;b,c,d,eJ) 

_        / a,q^/a,-qy/a,b,c,d,e,f . a2q2 \ .     . 

I y/a, —\fa, aq/b, ag/c, ag/d, ag/e, aq/f ' bcdef J 

We also denote a balanced 403 series by 

0:=4</>3(a,&,c,d;e,/,0) := 4</>3 f  ^ J? '    ; ^j 

where 

e/^ = abcdq. 

We follow the usual notation for variations of <f> or W with respect to the parameters. 
For example, W(/+) represents W with / replaced by /g, W(e+, /—) represents W 
with e replaced by eq and / replaced by //g, and (/>+ represents (j) with a, 6, c, d, e, 
/ replaced by ag, &<?, eg, dg, eg, /g, respectively. 

In [8], we obtained a contiguous relation connecting W(/+), W, and W(/—) and ob- 
tained the related continued fraction. This was shown to be connected with Watson's 
g-analogue [14] of Ramanujan's Entry 40 [13]. In [9], we made a more detailed study of 
the above three-term recurrence. It was shown that, when the related continued frac- 
tion terminates, it has a singularity structure of simple poles which is associated with 
a system of biorthogonal rational functions. We were unable to exhibit the orthogo- 
nality explicitly in the non-terminating case. The associated zW*? case was studied in 
[10] as a limit of a special linear combination of two balanced very-well-poised 10^9 
series. In another paper [7], we have used the §07 model to study the associated case 
of the Askey-Wilson polynomials [4]. 

In a recent paper [2], Andrews and Bowman have obtained the second-order g- 
difference equation for a non-terminating W{a\ b, c, d, e, /) using variations of the pa- 
rameter 'a'. The connected continued fraction and its limiting cases also are given. 
The proof depends on the properties of some auxiliary functions defined and studied 
by Andrews [1] in his earlier work on g-difference equations for the very-well-poised 
basic hypergeometric series. 

We feel obliged to study the above problem for several reasons. Firstly, the three- 
term recurrence satisfied by a hypergeometric function is essentially a three term 
contiguous relation, and we should be able to obtain the Andrews-Bowman equation 
from three-term contiguous relations. Starting with some contiguous relations for 4^3 
series, we obtain a contiguous relation for gWj which gives the result obtained by An- 
drews and Bowman. Secondly, as a bonus, we are able to find a second solution to the 
second-order g-difference equation which was not given in [2]. From the asymptotics 
of the two solutions, we show that one of the solutions is a minimal solution. We 
then apply Pincherle's theorem [12] to obtain the value of the associated continued 
fraction. Finally, we discuss a rational biorthogonality resulting from this study of 
8 W7 functions. As a byproduct, we have a summation formula for 3^2 s of type I. 

Andrews and Bowman have proved the following: 
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Theorem A (Andrews & Bowman [2]). // 

= (zq/b,zq/ctxqfaxq/e,xq/f)» ^ ^ ^ ^ (L4) 

(xq)co 

then 

Q(x)H(x) = P(x)H(xq) + R(x)H(xq2) (1.5) 

where 

Q(x) = (1 - x2q2a5)(l - xW^Mw), W 

P(x) = -xq(l - x2q3a5)(ai - xqas + x3q3a2(T5 - xAq4(74(75)p(xq) 

- (-1 - xqa! + xsqAab)p(x)p(xq) 

- Pfa) ( - X6qUa2(7l + X5(p(Ti<T4<T5 " ZVoWS + X^Q7^^ + X4g7C72a5 

- x4q7al - x^q^axas + zV<T4 - x2g3(J3 + ^^1), (1-7) 

«')"-«('-^)C-^)-('-^)- <"» 
p(a;) = 1 - xVCT4 + x3q3(T1a5 - x5q5al, (1.9) 

and CTj := ^(i, i, ^, £, j) denotes the jth elementary symmetric function of\, \, 3, 
i, } w^(7i = i + i + ^ + i + },...,^5 = l/&cde/. 

The resulting continued fraction is given by 

H{x) =P{x)_     R(x)/Q(x)      (110) 
H(xq)      Q(x)+ N , R(xq)/Q(xq) " 

P{xq)IQ{xq) + =7-3  

P{xq^)/Q{xq^) + 
P(V)/Q(xg2) 
P(a;g3)/Q(a;g

3) + .. 

Note the misprint in [2] in the definition of P(a;). The coefficient of the term in xV1 

should be — q^a'l, and not —qa2<Js- 

2. Three-term contiguous relation for gWV 

We start with a balanced 4^3 series 

♦^(ttf") (2-1) 

where 

efg = abcdq. (2.2) 
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Wilson [15] has obtained a number of three-term contiguous relations satisfied by- 
terminating balanced 4F3 's. Following his procedure, we can obtain analogous results 
for terminating balanced 4^3's. We indicate below the derivation of a few of these 
which are relevant to our work. 

If we subtract the series term-by-term, we obtain the following four relations: 

0(a-, 6+) - 0 = (1_c)(1_/)(1_ff)  <MO, (2.3) 

N     J.       (e-a)(l-6)(l-c)(l-d)    jt/     N 

^-' ^ " *~ (l-eMl-ei(l-/)(l-g) ^^ {2A) 

A>(n+ e±\    A.     q(a-e)(l-b)(l-c)(l-d) 
**+'e+)-*= (l-e)(l-eg)(l-/)(!-,) ^(e+)' (2-5) 

^P4. f^     ^      g(/-eg)(l-a)(l-b)(l-c)(l-d) 
^{e+'/+) - ^ (l-e)(l-eg)(l- //,)(! -f)(l-9) ^^ ^ 

In order to obtain another relation, we use Sear's transformation [4, (III. 15)] for 
terminating balanced 4(^3 series; i.e., the transformation 

4h { e,f,9 >y = (fu9)n 
b ^ U^-v/,v-v5 >q)    (2-7) 

where efg = bcdql~n. 

If we apply (2.7) to the series 0, 0+(a—), 0+(e-f) with a = g~n, n > 0, we have, 
respectively, the series 

f)r, 

n(9/b)n {hnyi±   ( a, bq, e/c, c/d   .  \ 

)n{9/b)n Un   ,   ( a,b,e/c,e/d      \ 
(fU9)n    b4<}>3\e,ef/cd,eg/cd>q)> 

(//*>) 

and 

(f/b)n-i(g/b)n-i ,u^n-i    ,   ( aq.bq^q/Cieq/d       \ 

Mn-Mn-i  m     403 U2^ c/«M COT/«i ' V ' 

It can be seen that the three 4^3 series given above are connected by the relation (2.5). 
After writing this connecting equation, we reverse the transformations and thus arrive 
at the following contiguous relation: 

(a - f)(a - ^)^(a-) - _ (1 _ e)(1 _ ^  

x0+(c+)-a(l-/)(l-^ = O.    (2.8) 

Making appropriate substitutions from (2.3) through (2.6) into (2.8), we can easily 
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derive the following: 

(l-e)(b-f)(b-g) 

179 

(b - aq) 
r, >   ,   ,   N      .i  ,  bq (l-//g)(o-e)(c-e)(d-e) 
[#0+, 6-) - *] + {i-a)(f-eq)  

x [<i>(e+, /-) - f\ + 6(1 - c)(l - d)0 = 0,    (2.9) 

(1 - a)(b - e) [<t>{a+, e+) - <f>] = (1 - 6)(a - e) [0(6+, e+) - 0], (2.10) 

a(l - a)(6 - e)(c - e)(d - e) [0(o+, e+) - 0] + e(l - e)(l - //g)(o - e)(o - 5) 

x [0(a- /-) - 0] + ac(l - 6)(1 - c)(l - d)(a - e)<j> = 0,    (2.11) 

6(a-/)(a-fif)[0(a-,e-) 

+ 

a(6-/)(6-5)[^(6-e-)-^] 

a6(o-6)(l-c)(l-d) 

(l-e/g) 
■^ = 0. (2.12) 

We now proceed to obtain a 4^3 contiguous relation in which four of the seven param- 
eters are made to vary. Replacing (6,5) by (bq,gq) in (2.9), interchanging e and g in 
(2.10), and then eliminating (j)(a+,g+) from the resulting equations, we have 

(l-e)(l-g)(bq-f) + 
bq2 (1 - //g)(o-e)(c-e)(d-e) 

(/ - eg) 

- bq(l - a)(l - c)(l - d) 

bq2(l-f/q)(a-e)(c-e)(d-e) 

<l>(b+,9+) 

e (/ - eq) 
-(l-e)(l-g)(bq-f)<l> = 0. 

'-<t>(b+,e+,f-,g+) 

(2.13) 

Next we replace (a, g) by (a/q,g/q) in (2.9), interchange e and g in (2.12), and then 
eliminate (j){b—,g—) from the two relations. We get 

(ef-ab){l-e)(b-g/q)- 
abq (1 - f/q)(a/q - e)(b - e)(c - e)(d - e) 

+ 

(l-a/q)(f-eq) 

+ ab{b-e)(l-c)(l-d) 

abq (1 - f/q)(a/q - e)(6 - e)(c-e)(d-e) 

(l-e)(b-g/q) 

(l-a/q)(f-eq) 
ab(l -c)(l-d) 

ef -ab + 
(1-9/q) 

<l>(a-,g-) 

4>(a-,e+,f-,g-) 

0 = 0. 

(2.14) 

We now let a <-» 6, / <-> g in (2.13), e <-► g in (2.14), e <-* / in (2.11), and then eliminate 
0(a+, /+) and 0(a—, e—) from the resulting three relations to obtain a three-term 
contiguous relation connecting 0, <f>(a+, e+, /+,g—) and 0(a—, e—, /—,5+). We state 
this result below as Theorem 1. 
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CL b c d 
Theorem 1. 1/0 := 4^3 (   ' '» '    ;# ) is a balanced terminating 4^3 series, then 

a(l-a)(b-f)(c-f)(d-f) aq2(l-g/q)(b-e)(c-e)(d-e) 

e 

+ 

(9 - eg) 

x <l>(a+,e+,f+,g-) + (1 - e)(l - /)(ag - gty 

f(l-f)(l-e/q)(a-f)(a-g) 

D2 
abq (b - g)(l - f/q)(a/q - g){c - g)(d - g) 

(l-a/q)(f-gq) 
<f>(a-,e-,f-,g+) 

+ (l-g)(b-e/q) {(fg-ab) + ^ i(l-c)(l-d) M (l-e/g) 

[a(l - a)(b - f)(c - f)(d -f) + /(I - /)(1 - e/q)(a - /)(a - 5) 

-af(l-b)(l-c)(l-d)(a-f) (j) = Q 

(2.15) 

where 

D1 = 

and 

D2 = 

(1-e) 

e(flf - eq) 
zfgy q-aq- 

6       c       d      be     cd     bd/ 

+ e£(e<7 - # - aeg) + ae2fq2 I 

(l-g)(/-a) 
g(l-a/q)(f-gq) 

eg     fg  ,  e/> 
afts^ftflf + cg + dg-bc-bd- — - — + ^ 

+ bg2(e + f-gq)- 
efg2 

Note that it requires some simple algebra to write expressions Di and D2 in the 
form in which they are given. 

It is now possible to obtain from (2.15), the required three-term contiguous rela- 
tion for 8W7 by applying the Watson's transformation [4, (III. 17)] of a terminating 
balanced 4^3 to a terminating very-well-poised g^r- 

(aq/d, aq/e, aq/f, aq/def)c 
403 

/ aq/bc, d, e, / 
\aq/b, aq/c, def/a \g (aq, aq/de, aq/df, aq/ef)c 

^8W7(a;6,c,d,e,/)   (2.16) 

with / = q n, say. 
In (2.16), we make the parameter substitutions: 

aq aq aq def 
A=^,    B = d,    C = e,    D = f,    E = ^,    F=J,    G = ^-       (2.17) 

be oca 

where the balance condition requires 

G = ABCDq/EF. (2.18) 
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The transformations (2.16) therefore may be rewritten as 

(A,B,C,D    \_ 
i(t>s{ E,F,G '9;- 

(CDq/G, BDq/G, BCq/G, q/G) 

(BCDq/G, Bq/G, Cq/G, Dq/G) 

(BCD  BCDq  BCDq EF \ 
XsW7{-G->-GE->-Gr>B>C'D'BCD)-   (2-19) 

We replace small letters in relation (2.15) by capitals and apply (2.19) to the three 
series 0, (K4+,£+,F+,G-), and 0(A-,£;-,F-,G+). 

Thus (2.15) will yield a relation connecting three s Wj series with parameters written 
in terms of A, B, C, D, 25, F. With the help of (2.17), we substitute back the values 
of A, B, C, D, E, F in terms of a, 6, c, d, e, /. After making simplifications, the 
result may be stated as: 

Theorem 2. If W := SWY (a;6,c,d,e, f\a2q2/bcdef) is a terminating very-well- 
poised 8^7, with say f = q~n, then 

o(l - og)(l - qa/bc)(l - aq/bd) ■■■(!- aq/ef)   ( ,n^w(n^ 
{1_aqm_aq/c)...{1_aqm P(a/9)^(fl+) 

+ I-(1 - aq/bc)(l - aq/cd)(l - aq/ce){l - aq/cf)(l - a2q2/bdef)(l - a2q2a5)p(a/q) 

+ 6(1 - a/fcc)(l - a/bd)(l - a/be)(l - a/bf)(l - a2/cdef)(l - a2qa5)p(a) 

_ (1 - am - ale) •••(!- aim - ^5)(1 - aV5) p(a)^(a_) = a    (2>20) 
(1 - a) 

We next proceed to remove the restriction of 'termination of series' in the statement 
of Theorem 2. We prove: 

Theorems. If W(a-) := %W7 (a/q;b,c,d,e,f\a2/bedef) is a convergent non- 
terminating very-well-poised s^r serieSj then it satisfies the three-term contiguous re- 
lation (2.20). 

Proof. By Theorem 2, the relation (2.20) is valid for a terminating W. Suppose the 
termination is due to the parameter / = g~n, n being a non-negative integer. We then 
replace q~n by q~z where z is a complex variable. We then multiply the left side of 
equation (2.20) by {aq/f,a2q2a^), so that it becomes an analytic function of z which 
we denote by F{z). 

The function F{z) is zero for z = 0,1,2,..., and the three 807 series in F{z) are 
absolutely convergent for ^,{z) > 0 since \a2/bcdef\ < 1. Also, F(z) is bounded in the 
half plane when \z\ —> oo. 

Thus the conditions of Carlson's theorem [3, p. 39] are satisfied. Accordingly, 
F(z) = 0 for all values of z. This completes the proof of the theorem. □ 
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Remark 1. Note that, by the application of Carlson's theorem, we can remove the 
restriction of 'termination of series' in any three-term contiguous relation for a termi- 
nating 807- However, Carlson's theorem cannot be applied to remove this restriction 
in a three-term relation for a terminating 4^3. This is because of the fact that in this 
case, due to the balance condition, one cannot obtain a corresponding F(z) which is 
both analytic and suitably bounded. 

Remark 2. We now write the relation (1.5) given by Andrews and Bowman in the 
form 

R(a/q)H(aq) + P(a/q)H(a) - Q(a/q)H(a/q) = 0, (2.21) 

with Q(x), P(x), R(x) given by (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8), respectively. Using (1.4), if 
we change H s into W s in the relation (2.21), we observe that (2.21) and (2.20) are 
identical. 

However, the equality of the middle term, i.e., the coefficient of W, is not so evident, 
and one needs to verify the following algebraic identity: 

+*-E)(;-p-5)('-s)(i-£)<i-«**M 
+ [l - b - - + o(- + - + y) - a2qa5{d + e + /) - aVs ( - f " j + 1)]p(-)p(a) 

= -a(l - a2q<T5)(ai - aas + a^os - a4<74cr5)p(a) + (1 + aai - a3qas)p(a/q)p(a) 

- [ - a6q5(T2(Tl + a5^4^!(740-5 - a^q^a^a^ + a4q3asa5 

+ a4g3<72<75 - aVc! - a3g20-105 + a2qa4: - a2qa^ + aai]p(a/q). 
(2.22) 

We have verified the above identity with the help of the Maple Software program. 

3. The ^-difference equation and its solutions 

Replacing a by aqn in (2.21), we obtain the second-order difference equation 

R(aqn-1)Un+1 + P{aqn-l)Un - Q(agn-1)C/n_1 = 0 (3.1) 

where 

Un = H(aq)- {^+i)Z -sWr^aq , 6, c, d, e,/;-g^-j . 

(3.2) 

Renormalizing (3.1), we obtain the equation 

Xn+i + enXn — fnXn-i = 0 (3.3) 
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where 

en = Piaq"-1) 

= -aqn(l - aV^tTsXa! - aqna3 + aVWs - a4q4na4a5)p(aqn) 

- (-1 - agVi + o39s,l+1<76)p(a«B-1)p(agn) 

- [-a6g6n+5fr2(T5
2 + atf^triwi - a595n+V4(T5 

+ aV^+Ws + a4?4^3^^ - a4qin+3at - Jq^a^ 

+ a2q2n+lai-a2q2n+1cjz + aqno^p{aqn-x), (3.4) 

= ag"-^! - aqnlbc){l - aqn/bd) ■••(!- agn/e/) 

x(l-a2
g

2V5)(l-a2g2"+1<75)p(a^-2)p(a9'
1). (3.5) 

Prom (3.2), we know that one solution of equation (3.3) is given by 

J=o (aq^Uiaq^/bc, aq^/bd,..., aq^/efU 

/ a2a2n+2 \ 
x8W7\aqn;b,c,d,e,f;-^^),        n > 0.    (3.6) 

A second solution to the equation (3.3) may be obtained by applying a 'reflection' 
transformation to (2.21). We make the parameter replacements 

M,M,e,/)-(i,?,f,H,i) (3.7) 

in the original equation, viz., the equation (2.21).   Before making the parameter 
replacements in (2.21) we expand P(a/q) in powers of 'a' to obtain the following: 

13 

i 
fc=0 

P(a/q) = '£iCka
k (3.8) 

where 

Cl = — (Ti, 

C2 = (l + q)(T3-(l + q + q2)cT4, 

C3 = (1 + q + q2 + q3)(Ticr5 - q(J5, 

C4 = (q + q2 + q3)al -(q + q^aacn -(q + q3)a3a5 - (1 + g3)^^, 

(3.9) 
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C5 = (1 + q + q3 + q4)<T4a5 + {q + q3)^^^ - (1 + q5)al 

-(q + 2q2 + 2q3 + «4)(TI(T4«T5 + ffftf/i, 

Ce = (q2 + 93)^2^40-5 + (q2 + q3 + Q^M + (q + q5)^ 

- (q2 + q3)^^5 - (q + q*)vio\ + 2g3<73CT4<75 - 93cr4> 

Ci = -(g2 + g3 + g4)a|a5 - (g + i^al - (q3 + g4)^^^ + (q2 + q5)<T4<T2 

+ (q3 + q^wlvs - 2q3cr1a2al + gVfcf, 

Cs = (q2 + 2q3 + 2q4 + q^a^al - (q2 + q3+q5 + q^aml + (q + q6)al 

- (q3 + q5)cT2(T4cr2 - g4(T?(74cr|, 

Cg = (g4 + <75)<7ia2af + (q3 + q5)<72a
3 + (q3 + q^c3 - (q3 +q4 + q5)^3, 

Cm = -(q3 + q4 + q5+ qe)w3 + q^i 

Cn = (q4 + q5 + q6)*!*! - (q5 + q6)a2ai, 

C12 = q i74cr5, 

C13 = -q64- (3-10) 

Under the reflection transformation (3.7), we see that 

akCk —» -o-^g-V5*18"*^-*, (3.11) 

and, hence, 

P(a/q) —. -a-1V5-5g-6P(a/g). (3.12) 

It is easy to obtain the reflected forms of Q and R. We find that 

Q(a/q) —> -g-V5-4a-9(l - a2q3a5)(l - a2q2a5)p(a/q), 

R(a/q) —> -q-4a56a-iep(a)(l - a/bc)(l - a/bd)... (1 - a/ef). 

Thus, we obtain from (2.21), the equation 

-a-16a56q-4p(a)(l-a/bc)(l-a/bd) • • • (l-a/ef)H(aq)-a-13a^q'-6P(a/q)H(a) 

+ a-9a^p(a/q)q-5(l - a2q3a5)(l - a2q2a5)H(a/q) = 0    (3.13) 

where ^(a) denotes the reflection of H(a). 

Again, replacing a by aqn in (3.12) and writing H(a/q) = T^+i, H{a) = Vn, and 
H(aq) = Fn-i, we have 

a4g4"+1a5p(ag'l-1)(l - a2q2n+2a5)(l - a2q2n+3
(75)Vn+1 - P{aqn-l)Vn 

- a-4g-4n+3cr5-1agn-V(ogn)(l - agn/6c)(l - aqn/bd) •••(!- aqn/ef)Vn-1 = 0 
(3-14) 
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where 

v      (&<rn+7a, cq-n+1/a,..., fg-^/aU 
(«-»+Va)oo 

x sW7 (q-n+1la; q/b, q/c, q/d, q/e, q/f; ^lq-^-^.    (3.15) 

Renormalization of (3.13) yields the original equation (3.3). Hence, a second solution 
of (3.3) is given by 

XW = const. (-^Vy^-XnKV5-2) 
fc=0 

2             (bq-n+1/a, cg-^+Vo, ■ ■., /9-n+1/a)oo 
x (« *5)2„+2 (q-n+2/a)oo  

x sW7 (q-n+1la; q/b, q/c,..., q/f; ^Lq-^-^j. (3.16) 

Omitting constant factors independent of n, Xn   also may be written as 

y(2) = (-l)n 17 v(aak-2) (Qg""1)^  
" Hr        ;Nn/b,a^/c,...,a9«//)oo(a2g2"+2a5)oo 

x s^r(q-n+1/a;q/b,q/c,...,q/f; ^q-^.    (3.17) 

4. Asymptotics and the continued fraction 

Prom (3.6), it is clear that as n —> oo, 

XP ^ a^-W f[ p{aqk-2). (4.1) 
fc=0 

In order to find the asymptotics of the solution Xn , given by (3.16), we make use of 
the three-term transformation of a gW? into two 403 s. The standard transformation 
formula is given in [4, (111.36)]. However, it is more convenient to use the following 
form of the transformation derived in [10] as a limiting case of a generalized three-term 
transformation for complementary pairs of io</>9 s: 

{Aq, B, Aq/DC, Aq/EC, Aq/FC, A^/BDEF)^ 
(Aq/C, Aq/D, Aq/E, Aq/F, B/C, A^/BCDEF)^ 

Note that the above formula also can be derived by first applying the two-term 
transformation [4, (111.24)] to gWy and then applying the three-term transformation 
[4,(111.36)] to the resulting zW7. 



oo 

q 

c = 
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Applying (4.2) to the gWy in (3.16), we obtain 

8W7(q'^/a;q/b,q/c,...,q/f; ^g"2""1) 

,q-n+2   q  cdq~n   ceq~n  cfq~n   bdef   _2n\ 
_ \    a      b      a a a        or /  

(cq'71*1   dq-n+1   eq-n+1   /g-
n+1   c  bcdef   _2nA 

\     a a a a       b     az J oo 

Applying 

(a<rn)oo = (-iT^q-^+^iq/aUaU 

and letting n —> oo, we find that the right side of (4.3) is asymptotic to 

j2   cd ce  cf  a aq  aq  aq  q\     (bdef   a2q \ 
a ' a ' a ' a ' q? cd' ce' cf? bj^ \ a2   ? bdef)^       (q/c    ,\ 

(cq  dq  eq  fq  a  a  a  a  c\     (bcdef   a2q2 \ \bq/c '  J 
\a' a ' a' a'c'd'e'/'fe/^y a2^ ' 6cde/ / ^ 

+ zdem(6;c). (4.4) 

Since ^x («/£;&) = ^-) we infer that 

sW7 (q-n+1/a; q/b, q/c,..., q/f; ^ g"2""1) 

has constant asymptotics. Consequently from (3.16), we have, as n —> oo, 

XWK(-ircf[(p(aqk-2)). (4.5) 
fe=0 

Prom (4.1) and (4.5), it follows that 

v-(i) 
lim -^ = 0, (4.6) 

and, therefore, X^    is the minimal solution to the second-order difference equation 
(3.3). 

We now apply Pincherle's theorem [12] to obtain the continued fraction associated 
with the equation (3.3). We use the formula 

1 Y(1) 

£-5F <4-7) 
where 

CF = e1+ K —• (4.8) 
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Substituting from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), we have 

ei + — 
,   /3 

62 + 
63+-. 

8 Wj (aq; b, c, d, e, /; a2q4/bcdef) 

8W7(a; b, c, d, e, f; a2q2/bcdef) 

(1 - T?) (1" f) ■ • ■ (1" f) (1 " «292^) (1 - aW<T5)p(aq) ■ 

If we replace a by x, this is Theorem 1 of Andrews and Bowman [2]. 

(4.9) 

Remark 3. Andrews and Bowman [2, (3.16)] have obtained a limiting case of (4.9) by 
writing / = q~N, and taking the limit as N —► oo. This gives 

/a, 6, c.. de \ 

/ag, 6g, eg    rfe \ 
\ c?g,eg2   ' abc) 

T'{a,b,c,d,e)     U'(a,b,c,d,e)/S'(a,b,c,d,e)       { 

.^,^,^1 . —  i       Sf{a,b,c,d,e)        T^aq^bq.cq.dq.eq2) 
302       .   _2   i -r: I o,/      r 1—-or + S'(aq, bq, cq, dq, eq2) 

where 

^(a, 6, c, d, e) = a262c2(d)2(e)3(l - eq2)(l - eq3), 

T'(a, 6, c, d, e) = abc(l - dq)(l - eq2)(l - eq3) 

x   a6c(e)3 + de(l — eq2){(ab + ac-h 6c + e — abc — e(a + 6 + c)} 

+ d(l — e){eg(a6 + ac + be 4- e) - abc — e(a + 6 + c)} , 

[/'(a, 6, c, d, e) = d2e(l - e)(l - ag)(l - 6g)(l - eg)(a - eq)(b - eq){c - eq),      (4.11) 

Note that we have corrected, in (4.11), a number of misprints in the expressions for 
S' and T" in [2, (3.14)]. The above result was obtained earlier in [5] and [6], where 
(4.10) is obtained with the help of the minimal solution to the three-term recurrence 
for the associated big g-Jacobi polynomials. We refer to [5, (3.3)], which is the same 
as (4.10). This is verified by writing 

A     _     B C     J        1 D 
a=—,    6=—,    c=--,    d=—-,    e = -2 

q q q qx q2 

in (4.10) and simplifying it to the other form. 
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5. Biorthogonal rational functions 

Let us rewrite equation (3.1) with a new parameter '2/' inducted into the equation. 
Making parameter replacements 

/    7       7      n\       (a   b   c  d  e  f\ , (a, 6, c, d, e, /) -» ( -5, -, -,-,-,- j , (5.1) 
\y2 y y y y yj 

we find that 

(0-1,0-2,03,04, (75) -» (yau y2(T2, y3(Ts, y^a^ y6cr5) (5.2) 

and 

p(aqn)^p(aqn). (5.3) 

Consequently, we can easily show that 

Riaf-^-ty-tRiaf-1), 

Q(aq
n-1) - (l " ^) (1 -/3ny)p(aqn), 

and 

where 

and 

„n-l\ 1 < P{aqn-1)^— (Any-Bn) (5.4) 

An = -p(o?
B-1)p(a9B) + an^p(a?") + ^(ag""1), 

5n = ^pCa^"1) + anp(aqn) + lnV<,aqn-l)p(aqn), (5.5) 

an = -agn((ri - ogna3 + a3q3na2a5 - a4q4na4a5), 

Pn = aV^+Vs, 

jn = agn(Ji - a3q3n+1a5, 

Sn = -a6q6n+5a2cT2
5 + aP^nWs + a4q4n+3a3a5 

- a4q4n+3CTl - a^^+V^g + a2q2n+loA, 

lin = a5g5n+V4CT5 - a4q4n+3a2a5 + a2q2n+1CT3 - aq^. (5.6) 

With the above substitutions made in equation (3.1), we have 

2£P(<-,(1_^)(1_^)...(1.^)1.„+1_(^_BJ,„ 

- y (i - ^) (i - /?„yM<0^-i = o,   (5.7) 

with a solution given by 

(aq^/by, aq^/cy,..., aq^/fy)^ 
Yn (aq"+i/y2)c 

x 8^7 [aqnly2;b/y,c/y,..., f/y;    ^/j ■    (5.8) 
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Renormalizing the equation (5.7), we obtain the equation in the form required for an 
ij/j-fraction [11]. Namely 

Zn(v) -(V- cn)Zn_i(y) + Xn(y - an)(y - 6n)Zn_2(2/) = 0 (5.9) 

where 

an = qfa1 = a-2q-2n<Ts\    bn = fa1 = a^q'271'1^1,    cn = Bn/An, 
n5n5n 

Xn - -X-7—(1" aqn/bc)(l - aqn/bd) •■■(!- aqn/ef) 4p(aqn)p(aqn-2).  (5.10) 

Prom (5.8), a solution of (5.9) is 

n+l 

^-(j)" ,"<»«>" n(^) 
J=0 

(og^Vfty, ag"+2/q/,. ■., aqn+2/fy)oo 
(aqn+2/2/2)oo(agn+2/&C) ag»+2/Mj. .. ) a^+2/e/)oo 

/ _2„2n+41/\ 
x 8 W7 (^r+Vy2; 6/y, c/y,..., //y; ^j^-f) ■ (5.11) 

We can obtain a second solution to the equation (5.9) from the formula we obtained 
for a second solution Xn ' to equation (3.1). The second solution to (5.9) works out 
to be 

z^ = (-yrf[{^p-) 

X 

J=0 

(aqn/y2)c 
(aqn+yby, agf+Vcy,..., aq^^/fy^i^q^+^y). 

x 8^7 (y2q-n/a;yq/b,yq/c,...,yq/f; ^9~2n~3) • (5-12) 

We now consider the i?-fraction of the type RJJ associated with the recurrence 
relation (5.9). From (5.9), we have 

y(i) £o    _ 
Ai(2/-ai)(y-6i) ^W A2(y - 02)(y - fa) 

y-C2  
2/-C3 - •. 

Substituting for Zo,Z_i, Ai,ai,6i from (5.9) and (5.11), we find that 

1 Z^=    ^(y-o-W^-Hy-o-W1)-1 

Ai(y - 01)(y - 61) ^W p(a5)a4yg5CT| 

,2  _2 _2, /o?  i  c /  a2g4yN 

(5.13) 

\y2/oo\ 6y ' cy ''"' fy Joo8   r\y2' y' y'"'' y' 6cde// 
/Qg2\    /«£ a£ a£\ /_a_  6  c /  a2g2y\ 
U2 )oo\bu'cu''"'fyJeo 

8   7U2' «'I/'-"' t/'tcde/; 
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An application of the transformation [4, (IIL36)] to the gW? in the denominator above 
for aq/bc = 1 yields 

{aq/y2, aq/de, aq/df, aq/ef)^ 
(aq/dy, aq/ey, aq/fy, aqy/def)c 

(5.15) 

Henceforth, we impose the restriction aq = be. To the numerator gWy in (5.14), we 
apply the g^r to s^r transformation [4, (111.23)]. We then obtain 

/aq2  aq2  aq2\     /    a2*?4   a2^4\ 
1 Z^ =    1   A1   \l^^'7^)oo\q'bd^f1'^f) 

Ai(2/-ai)(2/-6i) z^l V P(a<l)    f^q  aq   a2qA\     f aq  aq  aq\ 
Wcy'defyJ^de'dfefJ^ 

X 8^7 

/ a2qs a2qs a2q3   aq2   aq2   aq2   be     \ 

^'q\j^'~q\l^^'~dF'~te'y'y 
faV 1 a2q3   aq2   aq2   aq2   a2q4:   a2q4: 

(5.16) 

\ Y defy'    y defy' dy' ey' fy' bdef' cdef      ) 

Prom (5.16), it is clear that the singularities are given by {aq/by^aq/cy)^ = 0, i.e., 

y = aqm+l/b   and   y^aq^^je   for   m = 0,1,2,.... 

The residue at y — agm+1/6 easily works out to be 

Ai     (-l)™gm(m+l)/2 I       d       » e        »        /       JooV* bdef Cdef)oo 
p(aq) * — 771+3 ^ (Q)m(q)oo (bq m  abq '"'■'"\    /ag a£ a£\ 

V   c   '     def    JooKde' df'efJac 

v    W   (abcrm+2 .a12   a<l2   a12   b2   „-m-l  „-m.n\        (K-M 

The SWY above is summed up by Jackson's g-analogue of Dougall's rFe-sum [4,11.22]. 
We thus obtain the residue at y = aqm+1/b as 

7L6) = - im 

fa2qA   bq  bq  bq\      /aq2   aq2   aq2\ 

Ax   \'htef1~d'~7'j)oo Kld'J^'TT) 
p(aq)   /aq  aq  aq   b2\ /aq  aq  aq   b2\ /    cq  a2q4\ 

Vde' df' ef' aq'™     ^' T' bdef) 

m a
m 

(5.18) 

The residue at y = aq'm+1/c is similarly obtained. Using aq = 6c, it is given by 

7&) = im 

/a'q*  aq*  aq"  ag-'N /bq  ab bq\ 
Ax    {lkf'~bd,~te'Jf)0o W'T'J/ 

'p(aq)      (aq aq  aq  aq\ .    hi  ab(f. 
Kde'dfefVJoo {9'-'^f) 

(5.19) 
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The sum of the residues at all singularities therefore is given by 

191 

Z^Klm -i-7m; t    \  faq  aq  aq\ 
P{q)\Te>W'7f) 

/a2g4   bq  bq  bq\ 

\bdef,l''e'j)oo 

Xzfa 

/aq2  aq2   aq2     \ 

Jd'Je'Jf . 
aq2   a2qA + 

df'ef 

/abq3  aq"  aq"  aq"\ 
\ltef,~bd'~be,l)f) 

(-) \aq/ oo 

\    62 ' bdef       I U2A 
%q>2 

(bq  bq  bq     \ 
d'e'/ 
b2  abq 3   59 

V a ' def      } 
(5.20) 

An explicit polynomial solution. A lot of simplification takes place in the case 
aq = be. Applying the transformation [4, (111.36)] to the gWr in (5.12), we can write 
Zn ' in the form 

j=0 ^ 

p(aqj  ^ (aqn/y2) 

<agn+1  aqn+1 aq 

\   by   '    cy   '"">   fy 

rqy2   de  df  ef\       /a   aq2  aq2  aq2\ 
\ a ' ag' aq' aq)oo   Vy2' de ' df ' ef J 

)    (^ 
/OO 

2q2n+4cr5y)oo 

(fy  ey  fy   def \      /aq  aq  aq  ayq3\ 

\ a ' a ' a ' ayq2)oo  \dy' ey' fy' def )n 

403 

/    n-n m mm 
q   ' d' e' / 

by     n cy     n ay^ 

\ a a 

,rn-3 ;g 

'    def 
(5.21) 

From (5.21), we write the expressions for ZQ ' and Z[   , and consequently, we obtain 

the expression for Pi = ZJ ' /ZQ \ After simplification, we have 

'■^(^X'-fX1-^ aq     a2q5 o +i+w-aq 
2„50 

/I        1        1 

3   / 1       1        1 \      a2q5y ( b      1 
(5.22) 

In order to obtain a simplified expression for p(a)/Ai in the case aq = 6c, we prefer 
to write 

where 

1                                          Si 
(Jl = A + Siy      (72 = h Afii + S2>      03 = h AS2 + S3, 

s2   ,  x 53 
(74 = h AS3,     CTs = — 

ag' aq 

81 = 1/d + 1/e + 1//,    S2 = l/de + l/df + 1/e/, 

S3 = l/de/,        A = 1/6 + 6/ag. 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 
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Therefore, from (1.9), (5.5), (5.23), and (5.24), we get 

p(a) = 1 - aqs2 + a2q2siS3 - a?q3sl = (1 - aq/de)(l - aq/df)(l - aq/ef), 

p(aq) = 1 - aq3S2 + a2q5s1S3 - a3qssl - a2q4Xss(l - q), (5.25) 

Oil = -aqXp(a), fix = aq2s^ 

and 

5i = a2q3(s2/aq + A53)p(a^) + aV^s [ - A(l - ag2S2 + a2g55i53 - a*q7sl) 

+ (1 - ^)(-5i - a2q6S2Ss + ag253 + ag353) I. 

Considerable algebra is required in determining the value of Ai from (5.6) and then 
obtaining the value of Ai/p(a) in the form below: 

& ~ (>-^X1-£)('-3) t1--"-* *■«■*>•   ^ 
Consequently, the monic polynomial Pi can be written from (5.22) in the form 

r.(v\-v     a<z(A-gS2 + ag4S3) 
riW-V     i_og3S2 + a2g5A53 

/6      1       /I       1        1\      ao4\ 

This provides a check of our calculations. In general, the monic polynomial solution 
of degree n to the recurrence (5.9) in the case aq = be is given explicitly by 

Pn(y) = Z^(y)/z^(y) (5.28) 

with Z42) given by (5.21). Thus, 

/aq  aq aq2  aq2  aq2\   ,2*^ 

/ -n M  W  W 

X403 
9    '^T' — 

^„-»   W-n    W_nn+Z ^ | •     (5-29) 

V a 9    ' a 9    ' de/9 
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The biorthogonality. We now record the biorthogonality associated with this i?//- 
fraction [11]. We first define the rational functions 

bn{y) = rpr 
]lk=i(y - ak+i)(y - h+i) 

_ (   a   \2n
n2n>+5n    Pn(v) ,- ^ 

-\def)    9 (ayqtW {5M) 

The biorthogonality then is given by 

oo 

^ ^Pk(aqm+1/b)Sn(aqm+1/b) + 'y£Pk(aqm+1/c)Sn(aqm+1/c) = 0, 
m=0 

0 < k < n,    bc = aq.    (5.31) 

A 3(^2 summation formula. The large y asymptotics of (5.16) yields 

" "    " " ^ ' aq    aq    aq       \ r    a*q*   a*q*\ f aq*   aq"  aq" 

Vde'd/'e/Zoo 
m=0 

(5.32) 

bdef'cdef      I 

where be = ag. 

Comparing (5.32) with (5.20), we obtain a new 3^2 summation formula. The 302 
s involved in (5.20) are of type I [4, p. 60] where the argument is 'g'. Also, they may 
be said to be 0-balanced because the product of the denominator parameters is equal 
to the product of the numerator parameters. The 3^2 in (5.32) is also of type I, but 
is 1-balanced. 

We thus arrive at a formula connecting a pair of 0-balanced, type I, 3^2 s with a 
1-balanced, type I, 302- With a renaming of the parameters, we may write the identity 
as 

{F.Aq/E.Bq/E.Cq/EU (A,B,C    \      (qF/E9A,B,C)c 
302 «   rp     \q     + 

where 

EF = ABC. 

A limiting case of (5.33) for F, C -* 0 yields the non-terminating form of the q- 
Vandermonde sum (see [4,(11.23)]. 
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